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Abstract: Statistics show that humans’ unsafe behaviors are the main cause of accidents. Because of
the asymmetry of game benefits between managers and coal miners, the stability of workers’
behaviors is affected and unsafe behaviors are produced. In this paper, the symmetry of the behavior
benefits of coal mine workers is studied, using game theory. In order to observe the dynamic game
evolution process of behavioral stability, the paper establishes a system dynamics (SD) model and
simulates it. The SD simulation results show that with the continuation of the game, when the
benefits for safety managers and workers are asymmetric and the safety manager’s safety inspection
benefits are less than the non-inspection benefits, the manager may not conduct safety inspections,
which poses a great hidden danger to safety production. Through dynamic incentives to regulate the
symmetry of income of coal mine safety managers and coal mine workers, the purpose of enhancing
the stability of safety behavior is achieved. The research results of the paper have been successfully
applied to coal mine enterprises.

Keywords: benefits symmetry; behavioral stability; evolutionary game; system dynamics;
dynamic incentive

1. Introduction

A large number of statistics show that in some large-scale accidental disasters, unsafe human
behavior is the main cause of the accident [1–3]. More than 80% of coal mine accidents in China are
directly or indirectly caused by unsafe human behaviors [4]. In safety production, the game income
of coal mine managers and workers is asymmetric, which leads to unstable behavior on both sides.
Therefore, it is very important to study the symmetry of game benefits and behavior stability between
managers and workers in coal mine enterprises.

In terms of coal mine accidents, Chen et al. studied the development trend of coal mine accidents
in China, and analyzed the human factors, indicating that the unsafe behavior of human beings is the
main cause of the accidents [5]. Nouri assessed the safety of the Iranian Gas Company and concluded
that workers’ unsafe behavior is the main cause of accidents [6]. Ianole studied applied behavioral
economics and its trends [7]. Experts have shown from a wide range of studies the importance of
unsafe human behavior to safety production.

If safety behaviors are studied in depth, we must first understand their specific definition. In the
late 1970s, Heinrich proposed that people’s unsafe behavior and material insecurity led to accidents [8].
Based on Heinrich, Reason proposed a model of human factors in the 1990s and established an accident
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model, which was named “cheese”. The theories presented that the potential risks in the system are
deeply defended at all levels and ultimately lead to accidents [9].

Based on the definition of unsafe behavior, behavioral symmetry [10] and behavioral stability [11]
were studied. In the construction industry, safety behaviors are studied from the aspects of safety
cognition and safety climate. For example, Fang et al. established a cognitive model of unsafe behavior
of construction workers [12]. Lyu et al. studied delay behavior from the aspects of safety climate
and safety results [13]. Safety leadership has a great influence on the evolution of safety behaviors.
For example, Beatriz et al. studied the influence of safety leadership on workers’ safety behaviors in
the light of working conditions [14], and Shen studied the transfer mechanism of safety behaviors [15].

In summary, most of the studies focus on the factors, formation mechanisms, and models of safety
behaviors, while few focus on the dynamic evolution process of safety behaviors. Therefore, the paper
uses dynamic evolutionary game theory to analyze the evolution process of safety behaviors.

Game theory has been widely used in many fields of scientific research. It discusses open research
topics of importance to economics and the broader social sciences [16]. Game theory has been used to
study the improvement of resources and environment. Zhao et al. analyzed environmental protection
materials and environmental risks [17]. Using game theory, Feng et al. put forward the method of
optimizing resource allocation [18]. In social science, Lu et al. established a multi-party evolutionary
game model [19]. Sun et al. focused on the game between employer and worker mobility [20].
Wang et al. studied the interaction among government, enterprises, and workers [21].

Game theory has made outstanding contributions in social science and other research. Combining
game theory with safety behaviors of coal miners provides a new research direction for studying the
evolution process of them. If the game theory is used alone, the evolutionary results of safety behaviors
in equilibrium state can be obtained, but the evolutionary state of safety behaviors in each time period
cannot be observed better. Therefore, the paper combines game theory with system dynamics, gives full
play to system dynamics, and deeply studies the changing state of workers’ safety behaviors in each
time period.

Professor Forrester (Jay W. Forrester) of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
pioneered System Dynamics (SD) in 1956, which is combined qualitative analysis with quantitative
analysis to study the functions of complex systems and the interaction of behaviors through model
simulations [22,23]. In the construction industry, system dynamics is used to analyze the safety
behaviors of workers, such as the feedback mechanism of workers’ safety attitudes and safety
behaviors [24], the influencing factors of workers’ unsafe behaviors [25], and the influence of workers’
work interference and family conflict on safety behaviors [26]. In enterprise management, system
dynamics is used to simulate the relationship between safety investment and coal mine accidents [27],
and optimize the risk management of chemical enterprises [28]. In other research fields, system
dynamics is also used as a research tool to analyze the dependence between safety factors [29], and the
safety psychological process of railway workers [30].

The behavior benefits matrix of the safety management department workers group is constructed
to solve the problem of asymmetry of benefits and unstable behaviors between the safety management
department and multiple workers groups. Based on the matrix, the evolutionary game analysis is
carried out on the behavior stability of coal mine workers. The evolutionary game method is combined
with system dynamics (SD), and Vensim is used to build the evolutionary SD model of safety behaviors.
The dynamic evolution rules of the safety management department and the two coal mine workers
groups are deeply analyzed through simulation by SD.

2. Evolutionary Game Analysis

Coal mining enterprises usually include frontline units and safety management departments.
Workers are the main producers of behavior, which determine whether coal mining enterprises can
operate safely. As an external factor, managers play a direct role in supervising the behaviors of
workers, and will assume corresponding responsibilities.
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Under the inspection of safety managers, workers may follow safety instructions to take actions,
or may not comply with instructions to choose risky operations [31–33]. Workers are affected by safety
managers, but also affect the decision-making behavior of the managers. Therefore, it can be considered
that there is a game relationship between the inspection of the safety management department and the
behavior choice of coal mine workers, but in the actual production of coal mine enterprises, the safety
management department is facing more than a group of workers. Therefore, the paper analyses the
game between a safety management department and two groups of coal mine workers.

The relevant assumptions of the game are as follows:
(1) Limited rational game group: coal mine workers Group 1, coal mine workers Group 2,

coal mine safety management department. The strategies of coal mine workers groups include
“safe behavior” and “unsafe behavior”. Safety management departments have “inspection” and
“no inspection” strategies.

(2) It is assumed that managers and coal miners are rational economic persons who determine
their behavior based on cost-benefit analysis. Coal mine workers do not consciously abide by safety
operating rules at all times. Similarly, managers do not always carry out safety checks, but once they
do, they will strictly abide by the rules and regulations. That is to say, if workers’ unsafe behaviors are
found, they will be punished according to safety management regulations [34–36].

(3) Coal mine safety management departments and coal miners have limited rational
characteristics. That is, there will inevitably be errors in logical reasoning or decision-making
judgment and self-interest considerations. The logical reasoning or decision-making judgment is
illustrated by examples. Managers would spend a lot of time checking Group 1 if they thought that
Group 1 often had unsafe behavior, while Group 1 thought that the manager would not carry out
safety checks immediately after checking, so the safety consciousness of Group 1 began to slacken.
Consideration of self-interest is illustrated by examples. Group 2 believes that inspectors will inspect
Group 1, according to the usual practice. Unsafe behaviors occur repeatedly in a short period of
time, while members of groups with high safety awareness choose conformity behaviors under group
pressure. From a group perspective, this may move the coal miners far away from the optimal benefit
decision-making choice.

(4) The r is the reward for safety behaviors of coal mine workers. The d is the cost of taking safe
actions, such as the extra physical and time required to take safety behaviors. If unsafe behavior
is taken, there is no need to pay the corresponding cost. On the contrary, this part of the benefit
will be obtained. The e is the additional benefits (such as psychological benefits, economic benefits,
time benefits, etc.) for the coal miners who take unsafe behaviors. If the safety management department
finds unsafe behaviors, it will take measures to correct unsafe behavior, such as education and training,
and impose fines. The F is a penalty for unsafe behaviors (mainly economic penalties). The H is the
loss that the group itself needs to bear, when the group has unsafe behaviors. The income obtained by
the safety management department from inspecting the behaviors of coal miners mainly comes from
the punishment (F) for the unsafe behaviors of coal miners. The C is the cost of safety inspection. The D
is the loss sustained by the coal mine safety management department when the coal mine workers
take unsafe behaviors. The probability of workers Group 1 adopting unsafe behaviors is x1, and that of
Group 2 is x2. The probability of safety management inspection is a1.

The benefits matrix of Group 1 and Group 2 is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The benefits matrix of Group 1 and Group 2.

Benefits of Group 1
Benefits of Group 2

Unsafe Behaviors (x2) Safety Behaviors (1 − x2)

Unsafe Behaviors (x1) (d1 − H1 − F1 − a1 × F2, d2 − H2 − F2 − a1 × F1) (d1 − H1 − F1 − a1 × F2, r2 − d2)
Safety Behaviors (1 − x1) (r1 − d1,d2 − H2 − F2 − a1 × F1) (r1 − d1,r2 − d2)
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Group 1 chooses the benefits of safe behaviors v11 and the benefits of choosing unsafe behaviors
v12 as Equations (1) and (2).

v11 = (r1 − d1) × a1 × x2 + (1 − a1) × x2 × (r1 − d1) + (r1 − d1) × a1 × (1 − x2) + (1 − a1) × (1 − x2) × (r1 − d1) (1)

v12 = a1 × x2 × (d1 − H1 − F1 − a1 × F2) + a1 × (1 − x2) × (d1 − H1 − F1 − a1 × F2)
+ (1 − a1) × x2 × (d1 − H1 − F1 − a1 × F2) + (1 − a1) × (1 − x2) × (d1 -− H1 − F1 − a1 × F2)

(2)

Therefore, Group 1 chooses the average expected benefits of safe behaviors and unsafe behaviors
as Equation (3).

v1 = x1 × v11 + (1 − x1) × v12 (3)

The dx1/dt represents the rate of change of the proportion of safe behaviors of Group 1 with time,
and the replication dynamics of Group 1’s selected safe behaviors can be obtained.

G(x1) = dx1/dt = x1 × (v11 − v1) = x1 × (1 − x1) × (v11 − v12) (4)

Group 2 chooses the benefits of safe behaviors v21 and the benefits of choosing unsafe behaviors
v22 as Equations (5) and (6).

v21 = (r2 − d2) × a1 × x1 + (1 − a1) × x1 × (r2 − d2) + (r2 − d2) × a1 × (1 − x1) + (1 − a1) × (1 − x1) × (r2 − d2) (5)

v22 = a1 × x1 × (d2 − H2 − F2 − a1 × F1) + a1 × (1 − x1) × (d2 − H2 − F2 − a1 × F1)
+ (1 − a1) × x1 × (d2 − H2 − F2 − a1 × F1) + (1 − a1) × (1 − x1) × (d2 − H2 − F2 − a1 × F1)

(6)

Therefore, Group 2 chooses the average expected benefits of safe behaviors and unsafe behaviors
as Equation (7).

v2 = x2 × v21 + (1 − x2) × v22 (7)

The dx2/dt represents the rate of change of the proportion of safe behaviors of Group 2 with time,
and the replication dynamics of Group 2 selected safe behaviors can be obtained.

G(x2) = dx2/dt = x2 × (v21 − v2) = x2 × (1 − x2) × (v21 − v22) (8)

The safety management department randomly competes with any of the two groups, and the
benefits matrix is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Benefits management matrix.

Strategy Selection for Groups 1 and 2
Safety Management Benefits

Safety Inspection (a1) Safety Non-Inspection (1 − a1)

Both groups choose unsafe behaviors F1 − D1 + F2 − D2 − C −D1 − D2
Group 1 chooses Safety Behaviors;
Group 2 chooses unsafe behaviors F2 − D2−C −D1

Group 2 chooses Safety Behaviors;
Group 1 chooses unsafe behaviors F1 − D1 − C −D2

Both groups choose safety behaviors 0 0

The benefits of safety managers’ inspection and non-inspection are shown in Equations (9)
and (10).

u1 = x2 × (F2 − D2) + x1 × (F1 − D1) − C (9)

u2 = - x2 × D2 − x1 × D1 (10)
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Therefore, the average expected benefits of safety managers’ inspection and non-inspection are
shown in Equation (11).

u = a1 × u1 + (1 − a1) × u2 (11)

The du/dt is used to represent the change rate of the proportion of safety inspection with time,
and the replication dynamics of safety inspection can be obtained.

G(u) = du/dt = a1 × (u1 − u) = a1 × (1 − a1) × (u1 − u2) (12)

3. Model Simulation Analysis

3.1. System Dynamics (SD) Simulation Model

Safety management departments in coal mine enterprises face more than one workers group.
Based on game theory, the paper establishes a system dynamics model of game between managers
and multiple workers groups, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. System dynamics (SD) model of evolutionary game.

The SD model of the evolutionary game has six state variables, three rate variables, 12 auxiliary
variables, and 11 environmental variables. The system dynamics equation in the SD model is
determined by the replication dynamic equation in the evolutionary game model.

3.2. Strategies Simulation Analysis

According to the above variables settings, the system dynamics model is analyzed by Vensim
software (PLE, Ventana Systems. Inc, Harvard, MA., USA). The simulation results are shown in
Figures 2–4.
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Figure 4. The probability of Group 2 choosing unsafe behaviors under general state and
dynamic penalty.

In Figures 2–4, curves 1, 2, 4, and 5 show the dynamic evolution of strategies of each player
when managers choose dynamic penalties. Curves 3 and 6 are the dynamic evolution of each player’s
strategy, when the probability of safety inspection is 50% and the unsafe actor is punished generally.
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Curve 3 is the dynamic evolution of each player’s strategy, when the level of unsafe behavior
of both groups is 50%, the level of unsafe behavior of another group is 70%. Curve 6 is the dynamic
evolution of the strategies of each player when the level of unsafe behaviors of two groups is 50%.
Contrast curves 3 and 6 show that the level of unsafe behaviors of coal miners has an effect on the
safety inspection of managers, while the level of unsafe behaviors of group 2 has little effect on the
level of unsafe behaviors of group 1. Curves 3 and 6 in Figure 2 show that with the continuation of the
game, asymmetry of the benefits between safety managers and workers began to appear. The level
of group unsafe behaviors decreases, and the source of benefits for safety managers is 0. The safety
manager chooses the safety probability not to rise but to fall. This will cause a great potential safety
hazard to coal mining enterprises, which is not in line with the actual situation.

Curves 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6 show that when the punishment is positively correlated
with the level of unsafe behavior, the greater the correlation coefficient is, the faster the level of unsafe
behavior decreases, and the shorter the time it takes for the final group to choose safe behaviors.
When the level of unsafe behaviors of two groups of coal miners is different, the two sides also
influence each other, and the effect is obvious. This is because the level of safety behaviors of both
sides has an impact on the behaviors of safety managers, and the punishment of the groups is also
related to the level of unsafe behaviors of the other group.

Part of the benefit from coal mine management comes from fines for unsafe behaviors. Therefore,
in order to maximize profits, safety management departments tend to choose safety inspection as their
initial strategy. The higher the level of group unsafe behavior is, the more likely managers will choose
safety management. With the improvement of the level of group safety behaviors, the benefit of the
coal mine safety management department decreases. When the benefit of inspection is less than that of
non-inspection, the probability of inspection decreases and finally evolves into a hidden danger state.

Therefore, only considering dynamic punishment can reduce the level of group unsafe behavior
to a certain extent, but it can’t motivate safety managers to carry out safety inspection continuously.
This should consider how to adjust the benefit symmetry of managers and workers. In order to
stimulate safety managers to conduct continuous safety inspections, dynamic incentives are considered
here. The magnitude of dynamic incentive coefficient is negatively correlated with the level of group
unsafe behaviors, that is, the greater the level of group safe behaviors, the greater the incentive of coal
mine enterprises to the coal mine safety management department, and the greater the incentive to the
group. The SD model with dynamic incentives is shown in Figure 5, and the simulation results are
shown in Figures 6–8.
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From the curves 2 and 4 of Figure 6, it can be seen that introducing dynamic incentives can
improve the symmetry of game benefits between managers and workers. At the same time, it can also
motivate safety managers to carry out safety inspections continuously and ensure the stability of the
safe operation of coal mine workers. It can also be seen that when the level of unsafe behavior of two
groups is not the same, the lower the level of unsafe behavior of the groups, the more quickly safety
managers can make a safety inspection.
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It can be seen from Figures 7 and 8 that after with the dynamic incentives, part of the benefits
of coal mine workers depend on the level of safety behaviors of the groups. Therefore, the order
of the decline rate of unsafe behavior level is: Dynamic incentive > Dynamic punishment >
General punishment.

It is concluded from the simulation analysis that the dynamic incentives have a good effect on
improving the benefit symmetry and behavior stability of managers and workers, and can promote
the continuous supervision of safety managers and reduce the level of unsafe behavior of coal miners.
Therefore, in the process of safety production, coal mine enterprises should give reasonable rewards
and punishments to safety managers and workers to regulate the benefit symmetry of managers
and workers and encourage them to choose safety behaviors, so as to ensure the smooth progress of
safety production.

4. Example Application

Through the game analysis and SD simulation analysis of the safety management department
and workers groups, it can be seen that dynamic incentives play a positive role in the stability of safety
behaviors. Under the guidance of the theory, the Tangkou Coal Industry has been investigated on
the spot. The existing violation treatment system has been optimized, the main content of which is
to introduce a dynamic incentive system. Figure 9 shows the trend of violations of regulations in
the Machinery and Electricity Team of Tangkou Coal Industry from January 2017 to November 2018.
The team began to implement the dynamic incentive system in November 2017.
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As can be seen from Figure 9, before the implementation of the dynamic incentive system
(January 2017–October 2017), the number of violations of the team has been between 170–220. However,
starting from November 2017, after the implementation of the dynamic incentive system, the number of
violations of the team dropped rapidly. The number of violations dropped to below 70 in August 2018.
The number of violations was stable at around 60 in September 2018, October 2018, and November 2018.

This paper compares and analyzes the violations of the team in the same month in 2017 and
2018, in order to more clearly analyze the changes in violations before and after the implementation
of the dynamic incentive system, as shown in Figure 10. It can be clearly seen from Figure 10 that
after the dynamic incentive measures were adopted, the number of violations of the team decreased
significantly during the same period.
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This shows that after the dynamic incentive measures, the safety management departments are
motivated to be more active in the regulation of violations. At the same time, under the dynamic
incentive measures, workers can also get extra benefits from safety production in the process of work,
and their safety awareness is also improved.

It can be seen from Figures 9 and 10 that although the number of violations of the team has been
significantly reduced, it is still around 60. This shows that there is still room for decline in the team’s
violations. Combined with the actual situation of Tangkou Coal Industry, if the dynamic incentive
system can continue to be properly adjusted, the number of violations of the team may continue to
decline. This is also the focus of the next research work in the paper.

5. Conclusions

The paper studies the symmetry of game benefits and behavior stability between coal mine safety
managers and two groups of coal mine workers. Through the SD model, the evolutionary game process
between safety management department and two groups of coal miners is analyzed in detail. The main
conclusions are as follows:

(1) The symmetry of game benefits between safety managers and workers is analyzed, and their
benefit matrix and game model is established.

(2) On the basis of the benefit matrix and game model, the SD model is constructed.
The evolutionary process of game between the safety management department and two workers
groups is analyzed in detail. The research shows that general punishment and dynamic punishment
have a certain effect on reducing the safety behavior of coal miners, but at the same time, they also have
some hidden dangers. Because the main source of benefit of coal mine safety managers is the fines
for unsafe behavior, when the benefit symmetry is broken and the benefits of the safety management
department’s safety inspection is less than that of non-inspection, the safety management department
ultimately does not carry out the safety inspection, which can be a great hidden danger to coal mine
safety production.

(3) The dynamic incentive system is added to the SD model. It is concluded from the simulation
analysis of the SD model that dynamic incentives can effectively regulate benefit symmetry and
behavior stability of managers and workers, and promote continuous inspection by safety managers
and reduce the level of unsafe behavior of coal mine workers.

(4) The research results of this paper have been applied to coal mine enterprises. By introducing
dynamic incentive system, the existing reward and punishment system of enterprises has been adjusted
and optimized. It effectively reduces the number of violations in coal mine enterprises.
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The simulation analysis and practical application in this paper show that the establishment of
a reasonable dynamic incentive mechanism can effectively improve the safety level of coal mine
enterprises in the process of safety production.
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